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Cooper Says GOP Should Select Mrs. Stanley Dies
At Local Hospital S•
"Able Young Leader" For 1911
Gubernatorial Race In Kentucky
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100 Per Copy

AND
VIETNAMESE
CAMBODIAN
REOCCUPY KompoNG SPED

Mrs
411. ChuytrhleEig
Nhan
thnesy Set.
tan&W FORCES

combed Monday at 2:20
the Murray-Calloway Co
Hospital.
Castle Parker sends us a page
By DREW VON BERGEN
Commissioner
James
Parks
She was 23 years of age
from The Fortnighly Review of
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen Host; and Public Information a member of the Memorial
the Chicago Dental Society of John Sherman Cooper removed
Commissioner Kenneth Harper. list Church. She was born
the issue of March 15.
himself from the 1971 Kentucky
Ball was the only one beside tember 12, 1948 in Calloway
GOP gubernatorial race Mon- Morton, that drew an added County.
The article thereon is about how day, and transferred attention
comment by Cooper. He said
Mrs. Stanley suffered • mancold water is a good burn treat- to his former Senate colleague,
Ball was "a very able fellow." shot wound on Saturday, May
ment. The article goes on to Thruston B. Morton as a prosBall did not seek re-election to 23, and has been a patient at
By DAVID STUART-FOX
Brig. Gen. Dran Ba Di of the
say that even after the cause of pect for governor.
his House seat in 1969.
the local hospital since that
KOMPONG SPEU, Cambodia South Vietnamese 9th Division
the burn has been removed, the
The 88-year-old Cooper, whose
Cooper also mentioned the time. Guthrie McNeely of MurMiss Kathy Rayburn repre- (UPI) — South .3/ietnamese and estimated that 104 North Viettissues are still hot and dam- Senate term does not expire unfact Kentucky has three GOP ray has been charged in the
sented her college chapter at Cambodian troops today reoc- namese and Viet Cons were
age continues. Cold water or til Jan. 3, 1973, had been concongressmen who might want shooting incident by local Ian
even ice water on the site of
Sigma Sigroia Sigma's National cupied Kompong Speu, driving killed. Di said his troops lost
the gubernatorial spot, but did officials.
the burn holds down tissue damLeacierahlp School held in the last North Vietnamese fora eight killed and 25 wounded
not elaborate. He said was not
The deceased is survived *
„Weedlike* Illeidnia last week. es,from the
-with Cambodian losses
age.
aware of * move to get Rep. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ere.
While there, she joined the highway
connecting Phnom least 14 killed and 34 wounded.
Gene Snyder, BAy., to rett Nanney, and one daughter,
M.
G.
more than 150 national officers, Penh and the nation's biggest
For light burns holding the afDi said the operation was the
seek the post.
Lesa Kay Stanley, all of 4*
delegates and members in at- seaport.
South Vietnamese army's deefected area under a faucet is
Regardless of the candidate, South Eighth Stift
.
t,
Murray.
tendance for four days of conCambodian forces reported pest penetration into Cambodia.
helpful. Severe burns are not
Cooper expressed optimism that
Funeral services will be held
ferences on the nature of Tel South Vietnamese troops looted
helped by salves, ointments or
South Vietnamese troops were
Republicans will keep control of Wednesday at two p.m. at Li*
Sigma's intonel organization shops in the city's downtown reported to have ransacked
butter, the article says, because
the governor's mansion.
chapel of the Blalock-Colemai
and leadership within the col- section.
they may cause complications
shops of the city's commercial
"I feel confident that the peo- Funeral Home with Rev. Jerlege chapter.
and infections from bacteria and
section, loading the looted goods
Derr,
I
I
Elkins
Kentucky
will
of
elect
a
Reple
White
and
Rev.
rell
Harold
Lao
other foreign matter which can
on bicycles and motorbikes.
Miss Rayburn is the daughter
governor to carry alter officiating.
publican
as
invade the burned tissue.
Some of the stolen goods were
of Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn of
forward the fine work of Gov. Interment will be in the Murlater recovered for shopovrnera.
1705 Ryan Murray. She is also
Louie B. Nunn's Administra- ray Cemetery with the arrangeCold water on all burns is con"My 'soldiers fight well," said
collegiate
chapter
,vice-presition," he said.
ments by the Blalock-Colemas
sidered good early treatment.
Di.
"But their behavior I an
dent.
Told Nunn Last Week
Funeral Home where friends
Cools the area, keeps it clean,
not happy' about. This is my
Cooper said he informed ay call.
Sigma Sigma Sigma is a naetc.
fault."
Nunn of his decision last week,
tional social sorority with 73
The South Vietnamese and
Derrell Elkins was graduated
while
Nunn
was
in
Washington.
Fixed us a sandwich Sunday
Cambodians reported capturing
from Auburn University, Au- college chapters, 150 alumnae
his
Cooper,
who
reaffirmed
which had Dagwoodian overburn, Ala., oe June 9. He was chapters, more than 38,000 WASHINGTON (UPI) — The large supplies of arms includdecision to retire from the SenSen. John Sherman Cooper
tones. We started with bread
debate ing 200 old weapons which Di
month-long
sixth schoiastically in members, and with Executive Senate's
named
Offices at Woodstock, Virginia. over Cambodia lè -Wirring no said the North Vietnamese had
whi.2h we thought was a good sidered a possible, but not prob- ate at the end of his term, said
was
also
the
younghis
class
and
starting place. Thereon we plac- able candidate to succeed Re- he had given the governor's
est in his class.
The national philanthropy of sign of a break despite cautious earlier captured from the Camthought about three
ed ham, mustard, mayonnaise, publican Gov. Louie B. Nunn. race serious
bodian army.
He is now practicing veterin- the Sli:.- Tity serves children thr- overtures of compromise.
months.
He
said,
at
the
begin"Only after the most serious
lettuce and tomatoe. Ripe olives
Di said the North Vietnamese
ary medicine with Dr. Arnold ough the Pediatri.:s Dept. at Neither the opponents of the
ning
of
speculation,
he
didn't
as a side dish and a glass of consideration, I have come to
Tsift in Olney,
to the Pediatrics Department at Cooper-Church Amendment nor had planned to distribute the
take
it
seriously,
but
later
saw
Dr. H. C. Chiles left Sunday Dr. Elkins, son of Mr. and the North Carolina Memorial Its two sponsors displayed weapons to Cambodian villamilk greatly enhanced this sand- the conclusion that it is best for
wich. A veritable meal within the party to sidect one of Its the lure of ending his political afternoon to attend the eight Mrs. James R Elkins of Benton Hospital, Chapel Hill. Contri- much interest in trying to gers to form a Communist milable young leaders, one whom career in Frankfort.
day meeting of the Baptist Route One, is a graduate of butions totaling nearly a quart- resolve
itself.
differences itia. They also captured a numtheir
He added that he once sought World Alliance in
is familiar with Kentucky's proTokyo, Japan, South Marshall High School end er of a million dolt= have through a compromise proposal ber of 275mm recollers antiSam Kelly calls and says this blems at the state level," Coop- the GOP gubernatorial nod, in on July 12-18. Eight thousand attended Murray State Univer- supported hospital building pro- offered by Sen. Jacob K, Javits, aircraft guns, he said.
worm on Pine Trees is a Master er said.
persons from the United States sity. He is married to the form- grams and medical and educa- 11-N.Y. It would fix a 30-day
(Continued on Page Eight)
Military sources said Siam
However, 'Cooper later adCaterpiller, the larva form of
are expected to attend.
er Janith Green, daughter of tional research. In recognition combat limit on any future Reap, the gateway to the 9th
The Murray man who is rell '- Mr. and Mrs. J. L Green of of the unique contributions presidential commitment of century ruins of Angkor Wat,
some butterfly or moth. He al- vanced the name of Morton,
ing as minister of the First Bap- Kirksey.
so has the stuff to kill them he who retired from the Senate in
made by the Sorority and its American troops without con- was quiet except for Viet Coag
1988, as a possible candidate for
tist Church will make a tour of He is a member of Phi Kap- members, the hospital recently gressional
says.
and North Vietnamese mortar
consent.
countries in Europe, and in la- pa Phi, honorary fraternity, and presented its 1970 Meritorious
the post.
Sens. John Sherman Cooper, attacks on a limited scale. The
"meehoe, may I go swimming?
Me said Morton "would be a
reel. Rumania, Moscow, Ruses, of •Oniega Tam Sigma, profs, Service Award to Sigma Sigma
rounds
mortar
R-Ky., and Frank Church, D. intermittent
strong candidate and would
Yes, my darling daughter.
%gnu.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A main New Delhi, India, Thailand, and Hanel fraternity.
Idaho, vowed to press to the were restricting use of the Siam
your
clothes
on
a
Hickory
win."
Honk
Kong
Hang
before arriving in
entrance lighting system will be
end with their measure to cut Reap airport to militarytraffic,
Following the press confer- Installed at Lake
limb,
Barkley State Tokyo for the national meeting
off funds for U.S. military the sources said
Bitt don't go near the water." ence, Cooper told UPI he was Park, says W. James Host,
The U.S. Command in Saigon
com- Enroute home he will return
Incursions into Cambodia after
by way of Hawaii. Be will reaware of an active effort in missioner of Parks.
said the 12,000 American soldto
operation
is
scheduled
the
That was a poem that was go- Kentucky to persuade Morton to
iers in Cambodia engaged in no
The $8000 project consists of turn home on July 21. While he
end this month.
ing around when we were grow- seek the nomination, however. eight pole lights and four sign s away Mrs. Chiles is visiting
significant fighting
Monday
The next move is up to
ing up. Don't know the author. Mentions Several Prospects
and there were no US. casualflood lights, and will be served heir daughter, Mrs Robert G
Senate Republican Whip Robert
In addition to Morton, whose by an underground conduit and Humphreys and family of Fort
P. Griffin, who was expected to ties.
We have learned to enjoy name he mentioned as possible wiring system to help preserve Thomas.
U.S. forces operating in South
By GENE BERNHARDT
from Michigan today to
return
March,
if
there
Is
they
did
in
candidates
were:
Former
State
french fried onions.
Vietnam fought three small batthe natural beauty of the park.
WASHINGTON
introduce
another
administrafavorable'
action
and
quick
(UPI)
—After
not
House Minority Leader Don Bali
the nation's first postal strike on the bill which includes an 8 tion-backed amendment to the tles Monday, two in the northWs flew Old Glory all day Sun- of Lexington; former Parks
BATTERY STOLIEW
and months of effort by the per cent retroactive pay raise Cooper-Church proposal. Grif- ern quarter and one in the MeCommissioner Robert Gable;
day. Flag Day.
Nixon administration, the pro- for them plus other fringe fin's amendment would permit kong Delta. The Americans killBudget Director Lawrence For
ed 29 Viet Cong and North
A Delco battery was reported
posal to give the post office the benefits.
some U.S. support of foreign
Baby Meadow Lark hastening gy; Highway Commissioner Ew
Vietnamese troops with US. casstolen off of a new car at the
Calloway
County
to a hiding place. He figured gene Goss; Public Service Com- Sanders &
Sheriff biggest overhaul since Ben Rep. Morris K. Udall, D. mercenary forces in Cambodia, ualties placed at two wounded.
PurdoM Motor Sales, Clyde
by
the
present
Steele said this morning Franklin reaches a milestone Ariz., chairman of the Post prohibited
he got away without being seen, missioner Thomas Embe.rton; West Main,
American B52 bombers droppaccording to the re- that owners
had reported a today— debate on the House Office Committee's compensa- language of the Cooper-Church ed 300 tons of bombs on what
but we saw him.
port made to the Murray Police
_
tion subcommittee, will seek to measure.
number of breakins in the ca- floor.
were described as Communist
Department at 3:45 p.m. on bins
A vote was believed three substitute the committee bill
After the Griffin Amendment staging areas
near Kline's Boat Dock in
Lucky the outside dog lying on
and weapons posMonday.
days
the
off.
And the bill was with his own measure when is disposed of, Senate leaders itions from seven to eight
Cypress Creek area of Kenan airmattress with his head
miles
tucky Lake.
jeopardized by another in a voting on amendments starts hoped to get to a vote, aiming west of An Hoa in South Viethanging off on the ground.
TWO CITED
Sheriff Steele said these had long series of controversies,
at an agreement for the middle nam's northern quarter Monday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
been reported in the past two this time over union rights for (Continued on Page Eight) of next week.
Volunteer Marigolds and Coleas
night.
Two persons were cited for weeks, but
effort to crack down on
an
In
a definite list of the the estimated 700,000 postal
coming up with the former alvandalism and rowdyism in Ken- petty larceny by the Murray items stolen from the
cabins
workers.
(Continued ors Page Eight)
tucky's State parks, Parks Com- Police Department last night.
had not been determined.
As recommended by the
missioner W. James Host said
RED-AIDED
BURMA
House
Post Office Committee,
HUK REARS
Monday that armed park rangthe
bill
would
convert
the
post
ACTIVE IN
ers will be hired.
JUNGLES
office into an independent
Host said unarmed guards in
government agency called the
some state parks are being
U.S. Postal Service. It would be
laughed at by gangs of "tougts."
an Al-member cooing"'
Reports from various park sw
slon, including the postmaster
perintendents reveal that much
Word has been received of thievery and vandalism is takgeneral, but he no looger would
the death of NotileiD. Bay, long ing place, such as the robbing
be a member of the Cabinet.
By EDWARD K. DELONG
nine resident of Calloway Co- of vending machines and cotthe April 13 explosion. Ile also
A separate board would
UPI Space Writer
unty, who paned es=
i
said the failure of the switches instituted in the agency to set
tages, the stripping of parked
SPACE CINTER, Houston during a practice countdown Postal rates, subject to
at eight p. m. at a
'
a veto
cars, the destruction of rest
at Nashville, T.
(UPI) — The explosion that left Apollo 13 and its Saturn 5 by a majority
vote of either
rooms and the discard of rubruined the Apollo 13 moon mis- rocket standing on the launch chamber
Survivors are three sons, Joe
of Congress within 90
bish such as beer cans in park
B. Rey of Louisville, Doris Hugh
sion was caused by "an unusual pad as a potential bomb for twn days.
swimming pools and lakes.
Ray of Sailaburg, N. C., and Noblastnumber of mistakes" coupled weeks before the April 11
The Postal Service would
ble Rey, Jr., of Frankfort; three
with a "deficient design" of off.
bargain with postal unions, who
sisters, Mrs. Mettle Hughes at
heater components in the space
"It was found that the acciwould. come under the jurisdicMurray, Miss Dollie Ray and_
craft, says a space agency in- dent was not the result of a
tion of the Taft-Hartley Act and
Mrs. Molly Eldridge of Paris,
vestigating board.
chance malfunction in, a statishave the right to negotiate for
Tenn.; one brother, William Ray
Edgar M. Cortright, chairman tical sense, but rather resulted
a union shop.
of RezeL
of the investigating board, blam- from an unusual combination of
E RED SASES
Nev York postal workers
RED POCKET
Funeral and burial services
Major Randall Harper, son-in- ed the National Aeronautics mistakes, coupled with a someOPROOTED NEAR
S
RATES ON
were held today at two p. m. law of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Out- and Space Administration NASA what deficient and unforgiving 5ave threatened to strike, as
THAI-MALAYSIA
SOUTH EDGE
at the Woothienvn Memorial land of Murray, is now serving and two of its contractors for lesign."
SINGAPORE
BORDER IN PAST
OF IDORNE0
FEW MONTHS
Part, Nashville, Tenn.
The report said a 1962 dirMALAYSIA
as head of the pathology de- allowing sub-standard heater
partment at the Brook Hospital, thermostat switches to be in- ective outlined the heater
stalled in the Apollo command switches and said the recomSan Antonio, Texas.
BORNEO
Harper, a native of Graves ship.
mendations were not followel.^
Cortright said Monday these
He said the accident woutd
County, has been in the United
The Lay Plumbing and Heatswitches failed, causing a chain make future Apollo flights safStates Army for six years.
lUalt•d Prose IstarsiAlosal
He is married to the former reaction of events that led to er because of the procedures ing Company, one of the conthat will be followed in the tractors for the new shopping
Shirley Sue Outland and they
West Kentucky: Fair warm have two sons, Scott, ege five,
wake of the Apollo 13 explos- center on U.S. Highway 641
and humid through Wednesday. and Glen, age four. They reside
ion. However, the modificationx North, reported to the Murray
Highs in the upper 80s to low at 7331 King Arthur Drive, San
needed for Apollo 14 will make Police Department this morn90s. Lows upper 80 to low 70a Antonio, Texas.
it almost impossible to begin ing that items had been stolen
Highs Wednesday in the 90s.
the next lunar landing mission from the construction site
Winds southerly 10-15 m.p.h.
Police dfficers are investigatin December.
-HENDON CEMETERY
An important business meetThe flight already has been ing the breakin, but a complet•
KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES
ing of the Calloway County pushed back two months and ed list has not been completed
All persons interested in the Young Democrats will
Kentucky Lake elevations as
be held space chief Dr. Thomas 0. Paine by the company as yet.
measured by Tennessee Valley upkeep of Hendon Cemetery on Thursday, June 18, at
eight said "there is no hesitation or
Authority at 7 a.m. this morn- near Model in Stewart County, p. m. at the City Hall.
our part to postpone Apollo 14
ing with predictions to mid- Term., please send donations to
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The purpose of the meeting beyond the December date" if
Mrs. Roy Irwin, 717 Sycamore is to elect the 1970-71
night tonight.
club of- necessary.
Scott Fitzhugh 3594, fall 04 Street, Murray.
ALL THE NOISE Is about Vietnam and Cambodia, but they are just a 'drop Il the bucket
ficers and to plan for the forthCortright said the board's The Murray State University
Eggners Ferry 3594, fall 0.4
compared to what seems sure to be the Communist grand strategy. Arrows
coming state convention.
findings should not be inter- Amateur Radio Club will meet follow what
FREE DOB
Kentucky HW 302.7, rise 07
could be the easy paths to the whole works in that area, once they get control
Every young person, ages 18 preted as a blanket indisjimei I St the Ham Shack on Chestnut
of the
Kentucky TW 4131, 413.1
Indochina war fronts. How is this for a supply of cennon fudder_when Um
through 35, who is a resident of the Apollo program and Street Wednesday, June 17th,
takeover at
A female doris free to some- of Calloway County, is urged
413 8
St
complete:8:00
Bai-ma,
26,389,000
p.m.
to
plan
for
a
accomFie14
people;
Laos,
should not obscure the
2,825,000; Thailand, 33,693,000; Cambodia,
Sunset today, 8:07, sunrise one as a pet. For further in- to attend, according to an of- ipnlg
6.557,000: South Vietnam, 17,414,000, Malaysia, 10,384,000, Indonesia,
iab'
ompe
en
rattsioo
nfs. the lunar land- Day Contest. All Ham operat112,825,000: Philformation call 753-7585.
Wednesday, 5:37.
ors are invited to attend
ficer of the club.
ippines. 33,893.000 It all adds up to more than 246 million people who
would be robots.

Miss Kathy Rayburn
Attends School For
Sigma Sigma Sigma

South Viet Troops Accused
Of Looting Cambodian City
•

Senate Debate
On Cambodia
Going Strong

Berra Elkins Now In

Veteritary Practice
After His Graduation

Dr. H. C. Chiles Is
Attending Baptist
Aliance Meeting

Lighting System To Be
lotted At Bartley

Debate On Postal Reform
To Begin In House Today

Cabins Are Reported
Entered At The Lake

Host Says Parks To
Hire Armed Guaqls

Noble D. Ray Is
Claimed By Rath

Blame For Apollo 13 Explosion

be
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Major Randall Harper
Serving At Hospital
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FOOLISH RULING
•

THE

being I
United States Supreme Court, still suffering from
well
could
packed by liberals, has issued its latest ruling, which
the
fight
will
who
g
tear the nation apart, and leaves us wonderin
wars of this country.
The court ruled four to three that a draftee may claim conscientious objector status even though be is not "religious".
Asides Mack atill-,the dealt law "exempts tram military
service all those whose consciences spurred by deeply held moral,
ethical, or religious beliefs would give them no rest or peace if
they allowed themselves to become a part of an instrument of
We feel their ruling leaves the realm of "common sense" and
enters the ridiculous.
Not very many people embrace war as a means of solving
a situation but when unprincipled nations threaten our homeland. then we believe that most people with principles should
shoulder arms in its defense.
We do not believe in killing or shooting other people, but
when it narrows down to who is going to be killed, an enemy of the
United States or United States citizens, then we stand with the
United States regardless of our personal thinking.
This ruling just handed down is just one more of the "far
out" rulings handed down in recent months which favor the onprincipled, the drones, the ne'r do wells, the will nots and the do
riots.
A person who has strong religious beliefs should be given consderation. Even then this person can serve in many capacities
such as in the Medical Corps or in other areas.
Then too, we feel a person who objects to war on purely
religious grounds is most probably a person of deep convictions
whereas the non-religious person or irreligious person may have
convictions at all . . on anything.
By issuing such rulings, we wonder if the Supreme Court
has not weakened itself to the point where its usefulness has
reached the lowest point in its history. A complete reassessment
of the values by which we live may be called for and perhaps
a completely new look at the responsibilities of the individual
may be needed.
We still have too much of the trend, which started nearly
forty years ago, of penalizing the worthy and thrifty and rewarding the shiftless and spendthrifts.
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DETROIT - Vice President apex) T. Agnew, praising "rational
dissent":
"In each generation, ardent advocates triumph over detractors
who shrug in hopeless resignation, the sloganeers of puerile
obscenities and the bookburners who try to destroy the ideas
they cannot discuss."
WASHINGTON -Antiwar Sen. John Sherman Cooper, 11.-Ky.,
commenting on the change of heart of colleague Robert J. Dole,
R.-Kan., a strong Nivel backer who offered a compromise on the
Cooper-Church Amendment
"He has simply reached the gnawing recognition that the Constitution didn't intend for the president to be an autocrat."
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TUESDAY -- JUNE 16, 1970

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Fred Patek, Pittsburgh, 11,460;
carries. However, despite his 6. stadiums in the city and its sub- two-year
distance
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gave Kansas City the win.
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ington High School. Moran replaces Joe Mikez, who resigned
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time in
American League Jack Heidemann's fourth hit, a
position in the Mayfield City School System.
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The announcement of Mcran's
Aug. 3) that three slams have Nettles.
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been hit in one day- or night.
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The Cleveland Indians and
Moran, 24, is a native of Ranfor six runs in the eighth to pin pushed a bunt towards the right
Chicago White Sox completed som, Ill., and attended Joliet and pin-point passing.
the loss on Eddie Watt
side of the infield. First
the only deal of note Tuesday (Ill.) Junior College for two Moran was Coach Luther's
"I think playing the 162-game baseman George Scott fell
as major league baseball's years before transferring to valuable "sixth man" his first
schedule shows up right here down while trying to field the
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for a lot of us," Rettenmund ball and then threw while
midnight.
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Other former MSU cage stars
Cincinnati, running away with
presently coaching in Graves
By United Press International his second loss in four
the National League's What
County include: Eddie Ford,
The Pittsburgh Pirates ap- decisions. Run-scoring singles
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an outfielder Ty Cline from
Scott Schlosser, Lowes.
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Montreal in exchange for
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and
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outfielder Clyde Mashor. Cline
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Division title,
homer of the season.
assigned to the Expos' WinniThe Pirates' pitching staff, In the only other NL contest,
peg farm club.
ATLANTA, Ga. (UPI)-The
The Milwaukee Brewers sold
National Basketball Association once a sore spot, has blossomed St Louis edged San Diego, 5-4,
Into one of the league's better Houston at Philadelphia was
pitcher Bob Locker to Oakland
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will hold its annual board of
gos.
and hurler John O'Donoghue to
governors meeting Wednesday ones during the last 10 games. rained out,
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As
a
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result,
the
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beat
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9Montreal and called up infielder
and Thursday at the Regency
The station wagon on the right 4s
cubic feet of carrying space. _
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Bob Berth from their Portland
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farm club. Locker is 0-1 with a
major
that
the
expected
It Is
place Chicago Cubs in the East, defeated Washington, 5-3; Kan3,48 earned run average in 28
Now the status symbol is long and
amount. 176 cubic feet. Items for discussion will include
Pittsburgh's latest pitchin.: sas City nipped Boston, 7-6; and
relief appearances while O'Donlow and really quite beautiful.
the 1910-71 schedule and a
Conclusion:
gem was turned in by 22-year- Oakland outslugged Iketrolt,
oghue posted a 2-0 mark with a
report On requests from the
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Jim
Nelson
Monday
night
old
7,
in
American
League
games.
5.09 ERA in 25 games.
NBA Players Association.
and high and really quite ugly.
show how big you are, then we suggest
The Atlanta Braves asked
league as he teamed with Dave Giusti New York and Chicago were
In addition, the
Angeles Idle.
The status symbol features a powerwaivers on
16-year-pitching
you get yourself p status symbol.
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meet
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Dodgers, 5-2, Nelson, ma'am' Joe Torre, whose two conseveteran Ron Kline for the
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release; the White Sox sent
1970-71 season.
heap from Giusti in the eighth eighth for what proved to be
pitcher Jerry Arrigo to Tucson
when the Dodgers scored twice. the dec.isIve run for the
of the Pacific Coast League to
The Pirates, who have won cardinals. Mike Torrez went all
CHICAGO (UPI)- Hugh Roymake room for infielder Rick
er won the Western Open with seven of their last 10 games, the way for St. Louis to notch
Morales and the San Diego
an 11-under-par 273. He shot a Jumped to a 4-0 lead after the. his fifth victory in 11 decisions,
Padres purchased Ron Willis
TOM MORAN
fourth-round 69 to beat Dale second inning Monday *light as Be allowed nine hits but only
from Arkansas of the Texas
I
Former MS11 Caw-,
they tagged Joe Moeller with two earned runs.
Douglass by three strokes.
league.
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Don't Knock the Computer;
It May Save Your Life!
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University of Nebraska Medical Center researchers watch
as Rose Povondra takes a computerized breathing test.

—

AIR WAR--Using three 39cent balloons as ammunition,
William Looney is engaged
in air "warfatp" in Berkeley,
a suburb of St. Louis. He
lives a half-mile from Lambert-St. Louis airfield, in the
approach zone, and claims
planes fly less than 500 feet
over his house. The FBI sent
Berkeley police to stop
Looney from flying his balloons. Said Looney, "If my
balloons ,are too high their
jets are too low."
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Mobile honie parks
offer builders profit
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By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) With conventional housing in
a prolonged slump, many of
the nation's home builders are
turning to the development of
mobile home parks as a profitable sideline.
The National Association of
Home Builders, the nation's
largest housing trade association, said it has been bombarded by questions from its
members about the techniques
of mobile home park development.
Panel discussions on mobile
homes have topped the attendance list at association conferences.
The Nixon administration
predicts that about 475,000
mobile homes will be manufactured during the fiscal year
beginning July 1. That compares with the 1.06 million
conventionally built, unsubsidized housing starts which the
government projects for the

*

coming fiscal year.

By OKOVER BRINKMAN
The administration recently
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
to count mobile homes
decided
if
DON'T KNOCK the computer-it may help save your life
in determining whether the nayou have some crippling lung disease!
tion is meeting its goal of conResearchers at the University of Nebraska Medical Center
struction of 2( million new or
have developed a computer-based breathing test that might be
rehabilitated homes in 10
an important breakthrough in mass testing of people fearing
years.
emphysema and other breathing impairments.
It is still too early to tell
Lung disease is America's major health problem at the
if conventional home builders
moment, rising so fast that it now ranks sixth among fatal
diseases. Emphysema alone, according to late government rewill abandon the mobile home
ports, rose 700 per cent between 1950 and 1965.
park business once regular
Read that again, and let it sink home. Only heart disease
housing picks up again. But
cripples more working men between the (wee of 40 and 65.
association spokesmen predict
"One of medicine's major challenges in the coming decade is
By DAVID D. HASKELL most builders will continue
to control emphysema and other killing diseases," said Dr. IrvBOSTON (UPI) - Hobble their interest in mobile homes.
ing Kass, director of the Pulmonary Disease section at Nebraska
The mociation featured
are fun, but even pleasurabli
U. "To meet this challenge, we are using our IBM syst^m and
pastimes can have their shan mobile home developments in
portable test equipment to seek out lung abnormalities by
screening large numbers of people, quickly and inexpensively."
of controversy. No one knowi the two most recent issues of
Dr. Leo E. O'Brien, an associate researcher, recently conducted
this better than Robert E .its magazine, "Journal of
a field test of the computerStone of Derry,NH.
spirometer system with 826 vie- of the same age, weight and
Stone, an amateur archaeo
itors to the Nebraska State sex. The test is printed out and
logist, had his hobby develop
line,
patient
in
next
steps
the
diemiles
50
Fair at Lincoln,
to the stage where .he now
tant from the university medi- with only three minutes of
in the middle of one
stands
time.
elapsed
was
spirometer
cal center. The
of the strangest mysteries on
connected with the computer
Before the spirometer-comvia long distance telephone puter hookup, the same test, the American continent.
In the early 60s Stone,
manually, would have taken 15
lines.
• • •
whose primmy occupation is
minutes or longer. Another imwith Western Electric in North
REFLECTING the test's sen- portant thing is the fact the
Andover, Mass., acquired a 30eitivity to borderline conditions, results are shown to the patient
Dr. O'Brien said some degree of immediately.
acre site now known as Mystery
detected
lung abnormality was
"Our job, using this equip- Hill, at North Salem, N.H. The
in 30 per cent of the people who ment, is to identify positive or site contained a complex of
.,took the cost Of these, 3 out of borderline lung abnormalities," stone structures believed by
4 showed an obstructive condi- sad Dr. .Kass. "We learn
-The poistbility ôî whether breathing is restricted, "MSC'
Uon indicating
have been built by a Mediterbronchitis or emphysema.
indicating fibrosis, or obstructThe computer monitors and ed, indicating emphysema or ranean megalithic. culture 1000
- analyzes testa performed by a bronchitis. The family physi- years before the --birth of
machine called a portable spiro- cian is notified and makes the Christ.
meter, which measures the //Pl- actual diagnosis."
With the purchase, Stone
ume and rate of air leaving the
• • •
also acquired the controversy
lungs. The reports are produced
THE medical center points that has raged in archaeological
80 per cent faster and 75 per
circles for years about the oricent cheaper than with manual out that early detection of lung
disease is important, since at gins of the manmade rock
methods.
structures, strikingly
The medical center research- the best, damage can only be caves and
similar to many found in the
ers believe that the new breath- arrested, not reversed.
In other words, if you are a old world.
ing test is able to reach large
The site, which is open to
numbers of people, since it can borderline case with emphyor any the public for a fee, has not
be administered anywhere in sema or black lung,
early
the country where long distance breathing disease, an
proved very profitable to Stone
diagnosis might save your life
telephone lines exist.
monetarily. But it has been a
by arresting the illness through
• • •
goldmine for the purveritable
and an adALL that is needed is the fill- proper medication
suit. of his hobby. It has led'
condition.
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at least tion of which he is president.
a tube attached to the spiro- braska hope to test
next
From Mystery Hill, Stone
meter, which resembles a stand- 150,000 persons over the
provide and his group have fanned out
ing X-ray unit. When the pa- three years. This would
a across New England to investitient empties his lungs of air, experience needed to develop
nathe technician signals the com- system which could be used
gate many other strange stone
globally, offering
puter that the test can be ana- Uonally if not
which may in some
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Homebuilding."
ihue article said mobile
home owners plan to move
onl about half as often as
apartment renters. And when
they do leave their mobile
homes, most of them want to
nhAe into a new single-family
house.
The magazine said the average
home owner paid
about $7,000 for his home.
Itsaid a typical mobile home
dweller has an annual income
of about $7,500 but 16 per
cent have incomes- of over
$10,000,
In another article, the association warned members: "If
there are presently no mobile
home crtsin an area, zoning
will definitely be the biggest
hurdle you will have to overcome...
But it said mobile home
parks can be good for a community'.'
-A park could be expected
to produce about two school
age children per acre," the
association said. "With undedicated streets and private
lighting, a mobile home park
does not require the community services that a single
family development does."
The mobile home industry
has quadrupled in the past
eight years. By contrast, eight
Year ago, conventional housing starts totaled about L5
million units, slightly higher
than the number expected this,
year.

NA...07
N—

c.) for Daybook scrapbooks. "In the space
of six months, thirty-seven steamships
had been lost at sea. The City of Boston disaster
indicated something was wrong in either the construction or the loading of the ihips. [There were
allegations of Ignoring of specified toed limits by
greedy shipowners.] However, it was eventually
assumed that the City of Boston collided with an
iceberg and lacked watertight subdivisions."
The foregoing is an annotation by K. C. Barnaby
in a new chronicle, Ship Disasters and Their Causes •=*t•
(pub. by A. S. Barnes & Co.). After a century,
the disappearance of the City of Boston remains as
fascinating a mystery as what happened to the-•
•
passengers and crew of the Marie Celeste, about
—
which there has been endless speculation. The City
steamof Boston, a relatively new, 4,000-ton luxury
ship of the well-established Inman Line, departed
from Boston in 1870 with some 191 passengers and
crew, for Liverpool. Somewhere in a course normally
taken by ships plying the Atlantic it disappeared.
Other disasters in 1870 were crash of the liner
Oneida off Yokohama, Japan, with 115 deaths; loss
of the British warship Captain, with 472 crewmen;
sinking of liner Cambria near Ireland, with 170.
There were ready explanations for what happened
•
to each of those three, none for the City of Boston's
vanishing literally without a trace.
Ghostly myths rose anew. The Boston was imagined to have joined vessels that came to grief in
New England coastal waters during the two and a
half centuries after the advent of the Mayflower
Wood-engraver's representation of a
at Cape Cod, and persisted in spectral manifestaspectral ship, with ghostly figure at
tions intended to haunt incompetent ship-builders
prow such as motorists reported seeing
or deliberate ship-wreckers who plied their nefaralong Maine coast. The illusion was
ious trade of looting in New England waters as
blamed for accidents recurrent at one
late as the 19th century. "Salvaging" of cargoes
particular location coastline. (Woodfrom vessels deliberately lured into treacherous cut from the author's collection.]
waters by false signals was common device of looters.
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Change of heart

HOLLYWOOD (UN) Disney Studios underwent a
change of heart in the title of
* * *
"The Newcomers," a dramatic
The first permanent English -western adventure story, and
settlement in America was es- renamed it "The Wild Countablished May 13, 1607 at
Jamestown, Va.

Bats are used for human
food in some parts of the
world.

I

There are more than 6011
of eucalyptus It
Australia.
1.1

species

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-1271
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY * 1
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

Move To Higher Earnings...Before July!!
Our Institution Offers the Community's Highest
Certificate and Passbook Rates

Ciertifteates, . $10,000 Minimum.

(2) 5%% 1 -Year Certificates . . . $5,000 Minimum

(3) 51
4% "Short Term"6 Months Certificates. $1,000 minimum,
/
withdrawable anytime.
(4) 5N% -Extra Earning" Passbook. Deposit any amount, anytime.
Withdrawable anytime after 90 days on deposit.

builders inhabited the region
nearly 3,000 years ago, with
Mystery Hill as its center for
perhapsreligious gatherings.
Stone has run up against
a brick wall, as it were, in
trying to convince some prestigious. archaeologists such" as
those at Harvard that his
theory-has validity.
He complains that no one
from Harvard, officially, has
been to Mystery Hill in -8(/
years - during which time new
evidence has been unearthed
to substantiate histec.
There are someh archaeologists who challenge the theory
held by Stone, and many
others who contend there were
no Europeans to visit North
America prior to Columbus.

Save Now and Get Your Share of
Our Big December 31, Interest

HIGH-GRADE STAINLESS TABLEWARE
WITH NEW SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

BRUCE THOMAS

Manager

BOBBY GROGAN
Community Service Officer
With Additional DS Deposits

Buy Above Set for Only '2.25
"WHERE YOU SAVE
DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE"
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New in glitter
NE9/ YORK (UP1)-"There
will be a strong trend toward
fashion styling in both lady's
and men's jewelry," says Herbert Ellison of Etenialight Diamond Co. Ellison forsees "a
great increase in color, using
many colorful stones that have
not been seen much in prior
years." Among the stones he
sees gaining new popularity are
sodalite, ammonite, rhodonite,
jasper and chalcedony.

••

widow grieves at casket
PHU THANH MASSACRE--A new
of her husband, one of 114 massacred when Viet Cong overran the village of Phu Thanh south of Da Nang in South
Vtetnirnr. ft-sens-the-biggeet- Aviiiiiii-denth-toli-alineo Hue
was occupied during the Tet offensive of 1088.

* Man and Wife
May Have
$100,000 Insured

MURRAY BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN.

* * •

Annor on World War II
tanks was from Iwo to six
inches thick.

304 L. Main
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Head in Clouds... Feet on the Ground
Karen Roach, a sky-diving champ, gets her thrills both in the clouds and at a desk. She's
a management systems analyst for the company which is installing a management information system designed, via computers, to increase the Kentucky State Government's

SOOT MOSLEMS: We

efficiency. Miss Roach works part of the week in Frankfort and part of the week in the

answer. Apply new re

TRW company's Washington office. Weekends, she parachutes. . .for fun. . .in Virginia

Tibrated Aaph
mum for only 3 ce
squire fret. Seals out
auletee end reduces
temperature by 15
Wean far years. Ask al
mal 20 gallon drum
Hughes Paint Store

or Maryland. Karen has qualified for the U.S. Parachute Team foe the last five years
and hopes to compete next September in the world championship drops in Yugoslavia.

COMPETING ABROAD
.Karen jumping in France

"BURN, BABY, BURN" is being illustrated here by Rep. Bert Brennan to support the bill he
and Rep. Richard A. Allen introduced in the Michigan legislature in Lansing to require
that all clothing for children under 12 be made of non-flammable material

•
GOLD WINGS,PRESENTED Ph MILES UP
.Cnartt Dick Harman and parachutist Karen Roach

THE OfHER KARLN
• ...at a computer terminal in Frankfort

WITH HELEN STACY
Henry Cabin in Morgan County
Now Almost a Memory
By Helen Price Stacy

WEST LIBERTY, Ky. — To
me a log etruotiwe is.
of rare beauty. A Morgan County woman said once, "if you
bad seen as many log houses
as I have, you wouldn't care if

SHE'S A FARRIER—Blacksmith, that Is. She Is Linda Clark.
18, one of 14 Sacramento, Calif , high schoolers finishing
the farrier course, which is horseshoeing. The course, with
classes in old State Fairgrounds. runs a full academic year.

Daytona Beach,Florida's
OCEAN FRONT

"BEST
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HOTEL
AND MOTEL
DAYTONA BEACH FLORIDA

For the Family or for 2or More People

Everything for 2 includes air-conditioned room
in the heart of Daytona Beach; breakfast and a
choice of complete dinners off the menu, a total
of 24 meals and — no tipping. Children under

12 free.
AMERICAN EXPRESS • BANK AMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE • CARTE BLANCHE • QINEPS
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The widespread use of safety glass has minimized the

number of passenger injuries,
Albert flew to Monaco to be tb but the glass is very expensive - SIOQ a ane.
lunar _at Awe

fireplace.
A smokehouse was built a

tllat &statics up the hollow and
roofed with split shakes. A well niatMOII
biter""n
TelevisionNTECarlo.
was dug and a well-sweep attached.
After the birth of a second
you never saw another."
son, the young
Respecting her feelings— for house was soldwife died and the
to a
she is in her eighties and lived Charles P. Henry whokinsman,
in
In a time when the family seldom brought his bride to the 1898
house.
moved but when it did it was to C. P. Henry later
became Moranother log house — I continue gan County Judge,.
to marvel at the way early settFamily history records
lers built a house, felling trees, the first Henry came from that
squaring the logs, notching the and to Pennsylvania, then Hollends so they would fit together County, Va, where he toScott
died in
to make neat corners....
1828.
I can almost hear Jason turn
The Henry cabin
to his wife Polly Ann and say, highway has been abeside the
landmark
"Now, don't get in a swivet, through
the years.
Polly. I aim to chink the logs
soon as ever they season a mite."
Like others of its kind, the
Hewed logs shows the ax mar- cabin has been deteriorating hr
ks, plain broad whacks made several years but as late as
by a pioneer's hands holding 1958 curtains were seen at the
hand made tools. A look at any window and a farm tenant was
log house, cabin, barn or shed standing in the door, leaning
show that a hewed log is a casually against the jamb.
of artistry.
A decade later the glass
Stopping at the Henry log hou- gone from the window and was
the
se a few months ago was like front door had
slipped from the
saying goodbye to an old friend. hinges; the long
sapling well.

/111111110RIAL8

Railroad joined it in January,

de

111 Maple St.

maw

1969.

L

a wagon road leading from West
Liberty (the county seat)to Index.
Features a man looked for when
he picked a house site back then
were springs, a nearby creek and
trees. A site that today is bound
on the south by U. S. 460. There
Henry found plum and crab-apple
trees and a sulphur spring.
The housebullder was aided by
his neighbors in raising the lour
corners. They helped make a
front door and one window; then
later helped Claude Henry haul
great flat stones to make a walk
from the door to the yard gate.
William Caskey of Maryland,
about 85, remembers when he
was a boy living near West Lib.
arty where the great afternoon
sport was meeting with friends
to roll hoops from town all the
way to Index. On one hoop-rollIng afternoon the youths stopped
at the Henry cabin to drink from
the spring and, the way it was
decades ago stayed to help( laure Henry complete a paling fence

NITES - 8 DAYS

-vikce:11°.,"
How II"'
Lovl

around his property.
It was 1894 when Claude Henry
brought his bride to the log cabin TV
Festival
and added another room with a HOLLYWOOD (UP1)— Eddie
kitchen

The roof had fallen in the middle sweep rotted;
the smokehouse
and a corner of the two - room fell.
cabin lay in a tangled pile °flog
In 1969 the chimney eased too
and sandstone.
far from the logs
The chinking was gone, making shower of sandstoneand fell in a
knocking out
hong slits between the logs thr- a back corner
of the cabin, la
lough which sun altered in a biz1970 the one-roomt atteition with
arre pattern. Saddest of all was Its
cooking fireplace was razed.
to see the fallen chimney, for in
That
the early days — when the house the Henrydoesn't leave much of
cabin left except memwas new — a fireplace was the
It would have rated a bron.
"TV". At night when the family ories.
ze marker by a historical socie.
gathered indoors they sat around ty, for
log cabins a/frac/tourists
an open fire to watch the flames and there
aren't many left,
go through their ageless dance.
are so few that even
Thomas Jefferson Henry, who theThere
woman
was born in Morgan County in not want who thought she would
to see another Midi
1843, built the cabin alongside

VACATIO ku
BUY::
PAT A PRICE
BEYOND PROTEST

Bread-buyer, beware!
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The
housewife who pays the few
cents extra for specialty breads
may be getting nothing substantially different from plain
bread, reports the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).
An FDA survey showed that in
some butter, egg, potato and
buttermilk breads the amounts
of special ingredients were unreasonably low.

BOSTON (UPI) — Boys
playing along railroad tracks
'around Boston have to be on
their best behavior. "Big Bird"
may be watching.
'Big Bird" is an airplane
used to fly above the trains
and report any vandals along
the tracks.
The Use of the airplane to
report on potential and actual
vandals is part of the Penn
Central Railroad's program to
reduce the number of broken
windows on their trains traveling through the city's Roxburn, Reedville, Hyde Park and
Forest Hills sections.
The planes are equipped
with short wave radio transmitters to keep them in contact with police patrol cars
when they spot a lawbreaker.
"Visibility is BO good we
can pick out a youngster along
the tracks from as high as
1,000 feet," says Lt. Francis
J. Kirley, an observer.

parents shou:cle
—Make certain all arrangements—transportation for the
sitter, if needed; length of stay
and pay—are made before the
babysitting starts.
—Make certain the sitter is
aware of names and ages of
children plus telephone numbers
DURHAM, N.H.(UPI)—Baby- where the parents will be in case
sitting is a two-way street: par- of accident, illness or emergency.
—Familiarize the babysitter
ents have a right to expect
certain things of the sitter while with each child's accustomed
the sitter also can look for routine, such as mealtime (if
certain items from the parents. pertinent), bedtime, -stories,
Ruth E. Davis, a home econo--- nightlights, and so on.
"A babysitter's bag can be
mist with the University of New
Hampshire Extension Service, useful on many occasions," the
said the most important qualities economist noted. "It might
in. a good babysitter "are that contain a collection of inexshe enjoys being around children pensive odds and ends which can
and understands how they feel." be used for imaginative play.
She listed several responsibilities of the sitter:
—Be aware to keep the youngster (s) safe and happy until
parents return. Also, be patient.
—Don't accept a sitting job if
she has a cold or has been exposed to a contagious disease.
—Arrive early and get to
know the youngster(s).
—Be considerate in the use
nose ma
of the home.
—Don't hesitate to call the
Morw
ei
rble
parents or authorities in case of
an emergency.
111111111111111111
PISS
On the other hand, she said,

Tips help
parents
and sitter

You'd expect to pay a lot more
for any car in the Galaxie 500
class—especially with all these
extra features. Instead, we've
lowered the price! That's
what your Ford Dealer's
Economy Drive is all about.
Here's what we've added:
• Vinyl roof
• All-vinyl interior trim
•Special metallic paint
• Deluxe wheel covers
• Chrome rocker moldings
• Chrome door edge guards
Plus all of Ford's other
fine features.
The Galaxie 500 you buy during
the Economy Drive is the same
luxury-equipped automobile it's
always been. With Ford's
famous quiet ride. With the
spacious "Front Room" that
gives you more leg and knee
room up front. Smooth ride and
handling. Available in both
2-door and 4-door models.
And your Ford Dealer's
Economy Drive savings don't
stop there. You'll find special
bargains on other models, too—
including Ford'sFhampion
saver, Maverick!See your Ford
Dealer soon. There's never
been a better time to save.

PANASONIC solid state
tape recorder. Two tape
AC-PC operated. Model
1025. AeCeiliOntg; Dyne'
rophene with remote
switch, mianaphooe m
hand belt, radio cord B
reel and a magnetic es
Splicing tape and I
Used one month, ;40.00
753-3147 or 753-4875
9:00 p.

DINETTE SET with 6
also RCA television xi se
cktion. Will sell eepan
Information call 753-75

FEEDER PIGS for et
753-7958.

EIGHT COLLIE puppi4
each. Cill 435-4201

CHAMPION five-seite
horse, 2 gental maree a
also one Sme kiti
information call 753-11
6:00 p. as.

HOUSE TRAILER, T x
conditioned. Alvis Huts
rey Route 4, call 7530
5:00 p. as.

A GOOD buy . . . give
Blue Lustre America's
carpet shampoo. Waste
Hoene of "The Wishini

16-FOOT GLASPAR, 5
power Evinrude, bre
trailer. Call 753-98O1.

BEATEN down carpet]
when Blue Lustre arriv
electric shampooer $I

CHOKE TABLE mid si
in good condition. Call
attar 4'h. as-

MED -00LIMPOT-wiee
er, 28,000 BTU, goo

Lion, $175.00. 753-2280.
ciatANINGINT awpet
you ever used, so easy
Blue Lustre. Rent elect
pow -$1. Western Air
of "The Wishing Well

TWO FEMALE We
doge about 6 months ol
dose can be registered.
2318.
1969 HONDA Sports,
Call 753-7319
1968 HONDA CB 350.
condition Phone 4894
AKC DALKATION
papers. Will trade ore
gallon aquarium oath
M. Wallowa, phone (i
3151, Paris, 'Penn.
FOR SALE OR RF21
trailer. Phone 753-785t
6231.
Ci
WiSTINGHOUSE
refrigerator, $754004 Pt
8958.

USED autodnatis; wa
cellent condition. Dc
& Appliance, 118 Sc
Street, murrery, Kenti

AUTOS FOR Si

111111 MP. Igor vim
low Imam bee two
7113411MI.
1906 FAIRLANE GT,
Cu. Inch. 4-speed trim
See at 508 South lLtii

even change her mind.

laeo ClIEVY, good
$100. Call 753-8655
1965 MUSTANG S)or
Blue with white inte
Phone 753-4072 after

1/reartiy difference

CHICAGO (I PI) 'sle,rt anti
women differ in the contiill ,,f
their dreams women dream
bout indoor things and ima
about outdoor tellojectS, rriat,rt.
one sleep study. The report r.
sealed that WoMell tend
Ilrarri about clothing. 'non-..
furniture aflil sehi,ols a1, 11
men tend, In dream alt.. ,•
anionothiles, It or.
j.

Special Ford Galaxie 500
2-Door Hardtop

rountries and trees
*
32 releases
1101.1,11M le (I PI)
American International f
will release 32 motion pit Ito,.
in the next 12 month, t,r ,
such stars as Yid Br% imer
son Welles, James I)arri.n.

cent Pric_e_, Jack Palance
Charlton Heston.

*Based on comparison with Ford's suggested retail price of a
Ford
Galaxie 500 equipped with vinyl interior trim, rocker panel moldings, door edge guards, vinyl roof and deluxe wheel covers.

1969 OLDSMOBILE
one-owner, pOWI
ing and brakes
blue
with
Bucket seats a
sole, stereo tat
sold for $4200.1
ins price, $317
1967 MUSTANG tw
hardtop. Kentu
low. One owns
Sider, radio, I
DWAIN TAYLI
CHEVROLET CO,
$outh 12th Sin
Phone 713.261
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ELECI'ROLUX SALES & Service, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C.
M Sanders. Phone 382-24438
Lynnville, Kentucky.
June.-18-C

PANASONIC so/id Sate portable
rape recorder. Two time Speeds.
AO-DC opereted. Mode/ No. RQ
102.5. Accessories; Dynamic microphone with reenote: eontrot
witch, micronhone case and
hand belt, radio cord it, 3 inch
reel and a magnetic ear phone
Splicing tape and batteries
Used one mouth, $40.00. Phone
753-3147 or 7534875 before
9:00 p. m.
TFifC

On June 20, 1970, at 10:00 A.M., the Calloway County
Board of Education will offer for sale to the highest bidder the following school busses:

SAWS FILED lawn mowers isd
maU appliances repaired and
yard toots sharpened. 512 R.
South 12th Street.. Phone 753June-23-C
6067.

BOW PROBLEM& We ham the
answer. Apply new roof with
1iy-Klas Filtrated Asphatt
mama for only 3 cents per
square foot. Seals out rain, Sudeten and reduces interior
temperature by 15 degrees.
Wean for yarn. Ask about gin
cial 20 gallon drum price at
Hughes Pala Store
June-25C

FLOOR SANDING and finishing, new and old floors,
guaranteed, 26 years experience.
John Taylor, Wiago, Keneacky,
Beate 2, OM; phone 376-31M6.
JuanlIC

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

South Central
Hobby Shop

FREE ESTIMATE
WILL DO bush-hogging by the
hour or by the acre. Phone
Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after
J-16-C
4:00 p. so.

753-4199

PROFESSIONAL Painting. In11IIREE - BEDROOM modern terior and exterior. References.
brick home, 520 Whitnell Ave. Free eetimates. Phone 753-3486
July-12-C
Available before July L CooGlen Sims 753-2278. 1-18-P

CHAMPION five-gaited show
horse, 2 octal mares and colts;
also one Siamese kitten. For
information mil 753-1348 after
J-19-C
6:00 p. m.

=BOOM brick home, located
312 Irvan. Will be available
July 12. Phone 402-8283. 342-C

HOUSE TRAILER, 8' x 30', air
conditioned, Alvis Hutson, Murray Route 4, call 753-6618 ater
.1-111-P
5:00 p. m.

NICE furnished one end twobedroom apartmat. Couple only. Located 100 South 13th
A GOOD buy. . . give it a try. NICE FURNISHED house, clogs Street. Kelley's Peet Control.
Blue Lustre America's favorite to college, for seven girls. Has
3-18-C
carpet shampoo. Western Auto. two full baths. Must be 21 years
Home of "The Wishing Well" old. Phone 753-5863 or 753-5106. TRAILER on Kentucky Lake,
J-17-C
77C large private lot, al-conditioned. Also perking place for 2
more trailers. Private lots neer
New Concord. Ceti 436-2323
J-18-C

STUD SERVICE, AKC registered Toy Poodle and German
Shepherd. (Sliver Poodle). Call
3-17-NC
492-8371.
MURRAY MOBILE Homes. Mobile home service, sat-up and
repair. Highway 641 South, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3640. 3-18-C

FURNISHED apartment, one
block from University. Available for summer, $25.00 per
week, plus utilities. Ideal for
FOUR-ROOM furnished apart- four students. Phone John Pasmerit, private bath and en- co 7532649 for appointment.
twine., air conditioned, utilities
1-.184
famished, available bow. WV
ft.-teides-ewobedroorn
USED COLD-SPOT eireenditien--Popier phone -768-8948.
mobile home with air conditioner, 28,000 BTU, good condi
3-17-C FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath, lug and z.nt.cmat c washer, ;70
C1011, $175.00. 753-2280.
brick home, 1000 Sharpe Street per month. One 8 It. wide twoCLEANINGEST oarpet cleans $115 month. Yearly lore. Call bedroom, $4&00 per month. One
you ever used, so easy too. Get 753-5267 or 901447-5468. TFC one-bedroom, $45. per month.
Blue Lustre Rent electric sham.1-18-C
Phone 489-3623.
pooer 41. Western Auto, Horn 10' x 55' 2-BEDROOM mobile
air
home,
conditioned,
In
nice
AVAILABLE NOW until Sepof 'The Wishing Well". 341-C
cation, 2 Miles east of Murray. tember 1. Furnished efficiency
TWO FEMALE Weimarans Available immediately, $70.00 apartment for couple or teachdogs about 6 months old. These per month. 12' x 30' mobil* ers. Air conditioned. Between
dogs can be registered. Call 436- home, 2 bedrooms, sir condi- University and town. Phone 7533-17-C tioned, automatic washer, new- 1299.
I18.
3-18-C
ly furnished, available July I,
NO month. Phone after 4:00 ONE-BEDROOM furnished a1-194' partment, air-conditioned, locatp. m., 901-642-5370.
ed on Payne Street next to
White Hall, $86.00 per month,
complies only. Call 753-3805.
3-164

1986 EMPLANE GT, Ford, 290
Cu. Inch, 4-speed transmission.
See st we South 11th, $00.011
1960 CHEVY, good condition,
3-17P
$100. Call 753-8655.
1965 MUSTANG Sports-,coupe.
Blue with white interior, V4.
Phone 753-4072 after 5:00 p. m.

1969 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass,
oaeowner, power steering and brakes, blue
blue
with
interior.
Bucket seats end console, stereo tape. New
.. sold for $4200.00. Selling price, $3175.00.
1967 MUSTANG two door
hardtop. Kentucky yellow. One owner, 6-cylinder, media, $1775.00.
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET CO., INC.
South 12th Street
Phone 753-21117

3414

AT 302 NORTH 7th Street a
three - bedroom unfuranahed
WANTED: Dictaphone typist home. Basement and gas furwith Medical treminology u- nace, $75.00 per month. Phone
J-18-C
penenoe. For Medical Records 7531500.
Department Apply in person
spartment, three
FURNISHED
at the Murray-Calloway County
and bath on Olive Street,
Hospital between the hours of rooms
blocks from campus. $60.00
9:00-4:00, Monday through Fri- two
J4SC per month. Phone 753-1503.
day.
.1-18-C
SUMMER WORK for women,
'
part time and
eons, day or evenings:
vasing. For interview appantment cell 753-8970 between 2
J-17-C THREE BEDROOM house with
and 4 p. m.
living room, kitchen and bath
for three college girls for summer or fall semester. All utilities furnished. One block from
Rehable person Own thtt area
University. Call 753-4974 after
to Nome and cotlect trent
No a.
automats demenwrs
1-18-C
5:00 P. so.
porrence needed
We establtsh account' ter you
MOS I*
Ow% rIPOIMINIC•S and
We cash cowls! newesery
4 Is 12 hours wisely nets Pt
Full
collent monthly 'navvy's
torn* mere For local tntervetv,
write. Include telephone nurn
See to

2-BEDROOM apartment, kitchen,
hell and bath, utilities paid.
TFNC
Call 753-3918.

FOR SUMMER term, 3-bedroom
house and 10' x 50' mobile home.
Both air conditioned. Located
at beautiful University Heights
Mobile home part on North
DON'T Just sit in the sun-get 18th Street Call 436-5862 or
3-19-C
out in it selling wonderful Avon 753-7770.
cosmetics and toiletries. Ern FOR SUMMER ONLY, three.
ea much as you like on your bedroom house, furnished, airown time. Call quickly, collect conditioned. Call 753-2527.
after 7 p. m., 3654424, Mrs.
1-18-C
Janet Kunick, or write Route
2, Box 136-A, Princeton, Ky.
1-17-C

County Board of Education reserves the right to reject

FREE, FREE, see a genuine
moonshine whiskey still on display in the Capri Theatre lobby.
No ticket purchase necessary
to see the dill. BOWIE Mon.
thru Fri.-7:00 p. m. '111 10:00 size basement. i.ss 100' a
3-18-C
p. m.; Sat. & Sun. 1:00 p. m. cai' 753-4004.
'til 10:00 p. so.
3-26-C
three-bedroom
house, no
NEW
commissions-by owner, brick,
FIGHT FATIGUE with Zippies, carpeted, nice neighborhood,
the great iron pill. Oly $1.98, Call 753-4684.
3-18-C
3-17-P
Holland Drug.

THE TRUE dory of western
Kentucky moonshiners during
Wasps vs. weevils
prohibition will be told in 'The
ITH 1,CA. NA.(l'Pl) - Pes- Scoonshine War"... area preticides will not be necessary miere Wednesday, June 24th at
within a few years in order to the Cegai Theatre.
control the economic menace
of the alfalfa weeYil., accorchng
entomologist George
Gyrisco of Cornell University.
Cy nsco reports that intro- Singapore upswing
SINGAPORE ((PI) - Singducing ,e‘eral species of wasps
conquered the weevil in thc apore's external trade TORE by
Orange County area of New an "impressive" 22 per cent
York's Iliitl..ttn Valley. The last year, compared to 13.5
wasps deposit eggs into the per cent attained by the value
larvae of the alfalfa weevil and of world trade. the Developwhen the egg hatches, the para- ment Bank of Singapore said
site feed, off the weevil host. in an annual report.

WANTED: 10 inch or larger table saw, in good condition
Ootham 492-8139.
3-18-C
FOUR-ROOM frome house, large
pcneled roorns, e:ctric heat,
good well, nice lawn and plenty
of shade. Neer lake. Going
che:p' Phone 753-7939. 3-18-P

LOST: one year old female
Beagle. Has unwearied pups at
home. Return to 114 North 7th
Street, Murray, or call 753-4101.

BY OWNER: Newly painted and
redecorated two-bedroom white
frame house on North 8th. Den,
utility, garage, air-conditioned
and storm windows. Phone 7533-20-C
766t

THREE-BEDROOM brick with
central heat and air, carpet
throughout, carport, 1% tile
baths, built-In Tappan appliances, utility, on large lot. City
school district, priced under
$20,000.00. Phone 753-4516 after
J-17-MC
six p. so.

FARM EQUIPMENT Sale: The
estate of Luhie B. McDaniel
will hold an auction sale of
farm equipment on Friday,
June 19, at 1:00 o'clock p. in
St the Liable McDaniel farm located five miles west of Murray on the Lynn Grove Highway. Items to be sold include:
INCOME and Investment Pro- Case tractor with plow, 3 John
perty: five efficiency apart- Deere tractors with cultivators
meats, five motel type sleeping and loader, Case hay bailer,
rooms, all furnished (6 build- New Holland mice, mower, hay
ings); two 10' a 56' mobile truck, hay conditiener, tobacco
homes, two mobile home rent- setter, Chevrolet truck, riding
al spaces, eight acres, all cane lawn mower, combine-corn pickmay be
mercial with 3 acre private lake' he 3disk-harrow. It
in city of Fulton, Ky., Box EL sett at anytime during the
3-16-P week prior to the sale. Joe Pat
3-18-C
Lamb auctioneer.

AS LONE AS I HAVE 'TO STAND IN THE
OUTFiELD,. I 1140U6HT I MIGHT AS
WELL 60 BAREFOOTED.„KEEP AN EYE •
ON MY SHOES FOR ME, WILL YOU ?

I THINK I'LL TAKE A
(
DIP IN THAT LITTLE
POND ON THE GOLF
cCOURSE.)
y

Tom O.. U I P. OM -All .ge,••••••••I
1'70 1, U.0•41 1.•••••••

AFTER ',IOU FINISH TAKING
ENDLESS PICTURES OF YOUR
OWN FACE, WHAT ARE YOU
41:
PLANNING ON
P0/HG WITH
THE FILM,
POP??

NEVER,TELL,HONEY-IT'S THE LATEST THING IN MOVIES,
BUT IN A ATTER 0' TIME,
SUE. ALL A FELLERS GOT T' DO
IS POINT HIS CAMERA AT SOMETHIN' YEROL MAN COULD BECOME
THE NUMBER ONE BOX OFFICE
-- ANYTHI N'- -AN'THE
PINUP SENIOR CtTfZEN!
CRITICS GO APE
OVER WHAT THEY
CALLS THE
NATURALISM"

0' rr

EAGLE INDUSTRIES
1010 MEADOWEROOR ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN $1411

NEW TWO-BEDROOM, with
carport and storage, electric
heat Mum windows and doors,
carpet, tile through entire
house. 3/4 acre ground, one
mile west Coldwater, on gravel
teed, $10,500.00. Phone 489-2023.

a Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
48 Passenger

These busses will be sold "as is". The Calloway

Central
Paving Co.

Paris, Tennessee

USED automatic; washer. En
cellent condition. Dtutiers TV
& Appliance, 118 South 12th
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
3-18-C

1951 FORD
1952 FORD
1955 FORD
1956 DODGE
1958 FORD
1962 CHEVROLET

r mum-

ASK FOR A
RAISE,ALTI-40 I HATE
TO BURDEN MN/ CHIEF
\14 I TH MVPETT`i PERSONAL
PROBLEMS,SUCH AS
EAT I K1G-
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Court Rules
On Religion,
Draft Status

Hospital Report
ADULTS 86
NURSERY 5
JUNE 12, 1970

TUESDAY — JUNE 16. 1970

CILY

KENT

MURRAY

TIME

Today's
Stock Market

Sou
In

Call(

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
moderate
Mrs, Bobbie McQuerter and opened
firm in
Baby Boy, 104 North 17th St., turnover today.
Most analysts saw little
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The Murray.
chance of the market getting
Supreme Court ruled Monday that
DISMISSALS
off dead center until some news
a draftee may claim consciendevelopment appeared, or at
even
status
tious objector
3, Mur- least until after President
Jones,
Rte.
Mrs.
Faye
in
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coats for running a red light
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Court on Friday, according to
the court "report in the Paducah Sun-Democrat.
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Treat Dad with a close
shave. Give him Gillette
Injector Blades.
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Coleman4-

After Shave Skin Conditioner
4 3/4 Oz., Body,Talcum 4 Oz.,
4fter Shave Lotion 4 3/4 Oz.,
Stick Deodorant If 5/9 Oz.,
Cologne For Men 43/4 Oz.
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BILLFOLDS
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folds. In vinyls and loathers
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or Paronert.
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Get tot for a swinging gummier
with the latest look
0,4“10#1
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from Cool Ray, Foot, Grant
and Rays.
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PLATINUM PLUS
Injector Blades

Cools sunburned skin as
fast as you spray it on.
Stops the sting. the itch,
and tIrlpain for hours.
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Perm press knit shirts in
placket and moc turtle styles.
Sizes S-M-L-XL. Wide assortment of fashion colors from
which to choose.
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BLACK BELT

100% NYLON
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Has the amazing dial mat adjusts
3 super -sharp. thin shaving heads
for any skin or beard. Dial raises
heads to trim sideburns, and flips
open ends for instant cleaning.
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